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THE CHICAGO CHAMBER BRASS 
Michael Ewald, Trumpet Stephen Anderson, Trumpet 

Stewart Oark, French horn Andrew Russell, Trombone 
Richard Frazier, Tuba 

PROGRAM 

Canzona II ............................................................ Paul Peuerl 
Two Canzonas ................................................... Giovanni Gabrieli 
Two Fugues from The Art of Fugue . .................•..................... J. S. Bach 
Fugue in G minor, the "Little" .....•......................•............... J. S. Bach 
Adagio and Fugue in C minor, K. 546 ................................... W. A. Mozart 

INTERMISSION 

Music Hall Suite ................................................... Joseph Horovitz 
Soubrette Song 
Trick-cyclists 
Adagio-team 

Soft shoe shuffle 
Les Girls 

Air Varie .•.......................................................... Arthur Pryor 
Andrew Russell, trombone solist 

Quintet ..........................................................• Malcolm Arnold 
Allegro vivace 

Andante con moto 
Con brio 

The Chic:qo Chamber Brass is represented by Herbert Barrett Management. 
The Chic:qo Chamber Brass records for Pro-Arte and for Crystal labels. 

Photographing and sound recording are prohibited. 
We further request that audible paging devices not be used during performances. Paging arrangements may be made with ushers. 

If it is anticipated that tickets will not be used, subscribers are encouraged to turn them in for resale. 
This is a tax-deductible donation. Call S27-4933. 

Stage greenery by Village Greenery and Flowers. 

Public relations services by Kate Crady Public Relations. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Canzona II •••••.•.•.•••••••.••••••.•..•••••••••••••••••••••••••• Paul Peuerl (1570-1625) 
The Italian word "canzona" means song, but musicians of the Renaissance and early Baroque used it to refer to 

instrumental music. Music written for instruments alone was a distinct Renaissance innovation; for many centuries, 

vocal music had taken a leading role, and instruments were thought of as supporting characters. As technology 

improved, however, and more responsive, precise instruments were developed, it became clear that trumpets could do 

more than blow fanfares, pipes do more than play a dance tune, viols do more than supply a drone bass. 

Among the firs~ composers to concentrate specifically on music for brass instruments were Andrea Gabrieli 

(1520-1586) and his nephew Giovanni (1557-1612), who between them managed musical activities at St. Mark's 

Basilica in Venice for some 50 years; they were blessed with a tradition of artistic excellence, open-handed support 

from both sacred and secular authorities, and a church whose architecture created spectacularly resonant acoustics. 
Giovanni Gabrieli had fine brass players at his disposal, and composed for them a set of pieces called "Canzone 

per sonare" -literally, Songs for Instruments; their style, featuring brief contrapuntal expositions of highly rhythmic 

themes, was derived from a popular vocal style, the chanson (which once again, simply means Song), and they turned 

into short virtuoso exercises for skilled performers on the cornetto and the sackbut, forerunners of our modem 

trumpet and trombone. Robert King's arrangement of the second and fourth canzone adapts them for modem brass. 

Paul Peuerl, a note~ organist and organ builder, was a German-Austrian contemporary of Giovanni Gabrieli. 

Peuerl the composer anticipated some of the styles that would become standard in the late Baroque, such as dance 

suites and trio sonatas. The trio sonata, like the instrumental canzona, came from Italy, so we can assume that Peuerl 

had some contact with the musical life there, even in the midst of the tragic upheavals of the Thirty Years• War, which 

devastated central Europe in the first half of the 17th century. His canzone came from a collection published in 

Nuremburg in 1613, and tonight's concert opens with the second one, in Bernard Fitzgerald's adaptation. 

Fugue in G minor, the "Little" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J. S. Bach (1685-1750) 

In the 18th century, composers generally incorporated brass instruments into larger, mixed groupings that also 

included strings and winds, instead of writing specifically for brass ensembles. Modem performers and arrangers, 

however, have found in the music of both Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

(1756-1791) a wealth of transcription opportunities. 
A frequently-transcribed Bach work is the "Little" Fugue in G Minor. A short and lively work, it has clear con

trapuntal lines that make it especially apt for performance in other media, and various people besides Ronald Romm, 

tonight's arranger, have adapted it for brass quintet; it has also been orchestrated. 
Like most of Bach's organ pieces, the "Little" Fugue was written during his years as court organist in Weimc.r, 

preceding his sojourn at the court of Anhalt-Coethen, where he wrote most of his orchestral and chamber music, and 

the long period he spent directing music in Leipzig, where he focused on sacred vocal music. Bach often based his 

Weimar organ pieces on the traditional chorale melodies of the Lutheran Church, but he also had time to write what 

critic R. D. Darrell has called "secular" organ pieces, like the "Little" Fugue. In both areas he experimented with 

various forms and styles, combining the heritage of his German forebears with his newly-gained knowledge of Italian 

music, which he was able to study in the Weimar court library. 

Two Fugues from The Art of Fugue •••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••.•••• J. S. Bach (1685-1750) 
The requirements of Leipzig kept Bach busy composing, rehearsing, and performing choral music, but he found 

time for other types of pieces too, including works for harpsichord, like Book Two of The Well-Tempered Clavier, the 

Italian Concerto, and the Goldberg Variati.ons. He published these pieces, partly from the obvious motive of income, 

but also perhaps from a desire to make his name better known. He sought appointments outside of Leipzig -- chafing 

under the restrictions of his position there, which required him to teach elementary school and undertake other non

musical chores, but also realizing that he had talents to offer to a wider audience. Two major compositions from 

Bach's last years have no relation whatsoever to anything that Leipzig asked of him: one is The Musical Offering, a 

collection of keyboard and chamber pieces written for the king of Prussia, and the other is The Art of Fugue, which 

summarized everything Bach knew about contrapuntal composition, and experimented with ways of varying a basic 

fugal theme, combining it with its variants, and thus generating a unified yet diverse cycle. The score, incomplete at 

the time of his death, contained no clue to what instrumentation he had in mind. For years, scholars were convinced 

that The Art of Fugue was impossible to play on any keyboard instrument, but keyboard performances have been 

given, and interpretations by string quartet, wind-and-string groupings, and full orchestra. Tonight's arrangements by 

Robert King and John Glassel choose the first and ninth fugues from a total of 14; Number One is a .straightforward 

exposition of the basic theme, while Number Nine, a double fugue, introduces a new version of it. 
Mozart was acquainted with The Art of Fugue, as we know from the fact that he transcribed the eighth item in the 

set for string trio; his letters make frequent mention of the interest in traditional methods of counterpoint that was 
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arising in musical Vienna during the 1780's, when his friend and patron Baron van Swieten regularly hosted Sunday
afternoon musical gatherings at which, as Mozart wrote to his father, "Nothing is heard except Bach and Handel." 
One of Mozart's fugal compositions that is not a transcription was written in 1783 for keyboard, and his biographer 
Alfred Einstein has this to say about it: 

(In the) Fugue inC Minor, completed on 29 December 1783 (K. 426) ... he sums up the fruit of his con
trapuntal studies and of everything he had learned from Johann Sebastian Bach. It is a strict, four
voiced fugue, with a deeply serious, 'dualistic' theme--half imperious and half complaining ... In later 
years (on 26 June 1788) ... he arranged the fugue for string quartet or for string orchestra, adding to it 
what his own catalogue calls 'a short Adagio.' It is an introduction that corresponds in significance and 
weight to the fugue itself. 
The Adagio and Fugue inC Minor, K. 546, is most often heard today in its string-orchestra version; it is a work 

of strong emotional intensity and strikingly chromatic harmonies. The arrangement by Steven Gamble brings to it the 
brilliance and depth of brass sonority. 

Music Hall Suite •.••••••••••••••......••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• Joseph Horovitz (1926-) 
The second half of tonight's concert returns to works that, like those of Gabrieli and Peuerl heard earlier, were 

written specifically for brass instruments. In the case of Horovitz's Music Hall Suite, we have a piece written for 
specific people, Great Britain's famous Philip Jones Brass Ensemble. 

Born in 1926 in Vienna, Joseph Horovitz moved with his family to England at age 12; he studied composition 
with Gordon Jacob and spent a year under Nadia Boulanger's tutelage in Paris. Horovitz is a composer whose music 
crosses the lines that some would rigidly draw between 'serious' and 'popular, • much admired for his operas, ballets, 
and such orchestral scores as the Fantasia on a Theme by Couperin, he also wrote parody compositions for Gerard 
Hoffnung's famous spoofs, such as the Hoffnung Astronautical Festivals that offered musical satire to British 
audiences annually during the 1950s. Other Horovitz works include scores for television, jazz-related pieces, and 
works for brass band. The commission from the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble came in 1964, and since that time, the 
Music Hall Suite has become a solid part of the standard brass repertory. Its five movements -- Soubrette Song, Trick
Cyclists, Adagio-Team, Soft Shoe Shuffle, and Les Girls- celebrate a number of traditions of the musical stage and 
the world of popular entertainment. 

Air Varie ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .••• Arthur Pryor (1870-1942) 
Arthur Pryor, probably this country's most important contributor to the trombone repertory, was born in St. 

Joseph, Missouri, in 1870, and as a teenager was known as "the boy wonder trombonist from Missouri;" later, when 
he was a famous soloist with John Philip Sousa's band, he was called "the Paganini of the trombone." He was one of 
the stellar solo attractions on the band's tours, and often served also as its conductor, both in concert and on record
ings. He founded his owri band after leaving Sousa's ensemble, and composed operettas, piano music, songs, and 
band pieces, in addition to solo trombone works that showed off not only his own virtuosity, but also the wide 
capabilities of the instrument. During the first half of this century (Pryor died in 1942), the trombone had little solo 
literature of any kind, and his works filled a major gap; probably his most famous piece is entitled The Blue Bells of 
Scotland. Many of his works are cast in dance rhythms - polka and waltz being special favorites - but others are in 
the form of theme and variations, like the "Air varie," or Varied Melody, that Andrew Russell plays in his own 
arrangment tonight. 

Quintet •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Malcolm Arnold (1921-) 
Born in 1921 in the city of Northampton, Malcolm Arnold is another British composer who, like Joseph 

Horovitz, received the major part of his training from Gordon Jacob (a noted composer, teacher. and arranger) at the 
Royal College of Music. After graduation in the 1940s, he became principal trumpeter of the London Philharmonic, 
served in the military, and was awarded the Mendelssohn Scholarship, a grant that provided for a year of study in 
Italy. Since that time, he has worked chiefly as a composer, although he also is a frequent conductor. 

Again like Horovitz, Malcolm Arnold easily crosses the lines (which for him do not exist) between serious and 
popular music. A prolific composer of orchestral scores in the traditional genres of symphony and concerto, he has 
also produced some 80 film scores. His chamber music has tended to emphasize works for woodwind and brass 
groups, and solo pieces have spotlighted 'neglected' instruments such as the viola and the recorder. Arnold is noted 
for the exceptional textural clarity of his music and for its quality of relaxed spontaneity; a biographical essay by 
Hugo Cole notes that "he has little sympathy with many contemporary trends, standing almost alone in his ability to 
move freely between many worlds of music, and in refusing to accept categorization in any of them." 

His Brass Quintet, from 1960, shows a thorough appreciation of brass instruments and their possibilities. It also 
reveals the penchant he has shown in his music for melodiousness and strong rhythmic qualities. The Chaconne move
ment harks back to a tradition of the Baroque era, when movements or even entire pieces were constructed on the 
basis of the harmonies and rhythms of a repeated line that is varied and elaborated in the other parts. 

Program Notes by Andrea Lamoreaux 
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THE CHICAGO CHAMBER BRASS 

Noted for their uniquely well-blended sound and distinctive repertoire, Chicago Chamber Brass enjoys an inter
national reputation through their extensive concert tours, radio and television broadcasts, recordings, commissioned 
works, and performances with organ, concert bands and symphony orchestras. Their full-time commitment to the art 
of chamber music, combined with a dash of warmth and wit, makes their message undeniably clear - great music is for 
everyone! "The Chicago group's superb playing ... brought the crowd of about 4,000 to its feet." (The Quod-Cities 
Times) 

After moving from Texas in 1977, Richard Frazier organized a brass quintet which later developed into today's 
Chicago Chamber Brass. By 1980 the Chicago Chamber Brass was fully formed and concertizing widely. Its members 
include French horn player Stewart Clark, trombonist Andrew Russell, and trumpet players Michael Ewald and 
Stephen Anderson. As an ensemble, these five musicians create the Chicago Chamber Brass sound - clear, precise 
playing typical of "The Brass Capitol of the World," which delights audiences at performing arts centers around the 
world. 

According to the American Record Guide, recordings by Chicago Chamber Brass place them "among the front 
ranks of the world's brass ensembles." Their recordings include "Fireworks for Brass" and "Mostly Gabrieli," on 
the Pro-Arte label, and for the Chrystal label, "Christmas with Chicago Chamber Brass and the Glen Ellyn Children's 
Chorus" and "The Brass and the Band." 

RICHARD FRAZIER, Tuba. Founder of Chicago Chamber Brass, Mr. Frazier moved to Chicago from Houston, where he 
performed with the Houston Symphony under the batons of Charles Munch and Sir john Barbirolli. He has performed with the 
Houston Grand Opera Orchestra, the Houston Ballet Orchestra, and has appeared as guest soloist with orchestras and concert bands 
across the United States. Mr. Frazier has studied with Don Baird, William Rose and Arnold Jacobs. In addition to his artistry on the 
tuba, Mr. Frazier has contributed many fine arrangements to the repertoire of Chicago Chamber Brass . . 

ANDREW RUSSELL, Trombone. A native Texan, Mr. Russell has benefited from the instruction of Ralph Burford, Albert 
Lube and Leon Brown. After three years in the Army during the Viet Nam war, he studied with Thomas Beversdorf at Indiana 
University, earning both a Master's degree and a Performer's Certificate. In 1975 Mr. Russell returned to his home state, where he is 
currently a professor of music at the University of Texas-Arlington and an educational consultant for the Texas Commission on the 
Arts. He is in demand throughout the United States as a clinician, adjudicator and soloist. 

STEWART CLARK/French horn. Hailing from Cincinnati, Ohio, Stewart Clark was a finalist in the 1989 American Horn 
Competition. He has played with the Cincinnati Symphony, Dayton Philharmonic, and San Jose Symphony, as well as with more 
unusual ensembles, sucll.as the Philharmonic Baroque Orchestra in San Francisco, where he performed on the historic valveless horn. 
In addition to Chicago Chamber Brass, Mr. Clark is a member of the Taft Woodwind Quintet, first-prize winners at the 1989 Fisch off 
Competition. 

MICHAEL EWALD, Trumpet. Originally from Los Angeles, California, Dr. Ewald received his B.A. and M.A. degrees in 
performance from California State University, Northridge, and his D.M.A. from the University of Southern California. He has 
performed with the Pasadena Symphony, the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, the Pasadena Chamber Symphony, and the Long 
Beach Municipal Band. He is at present a professor of music at McNeese State University in Lake Charles, Louisiana, as well as serv
ing as principal trumpet and soloist with the Lake Charles Symphony and the Rapides Symphony Orchestra. 

STEPHEN ANDERSON, Trumpet. A native of North Carolina, Mr. Anderson received his Bachelor's degree from the 
University of lllinois and his Master's degree from Arizona State University. He came to Chicago Chamber Brass after playing three 
seasons with the Ne\t Mexico Symphony Orchestra. He has performed with the San Diego Symphony Orchestra, Phoenix Symphony 
Orchestra, Santa Fe Opera Orchestra, Spoleto Festival Orchestra and Civic Orchestra of Chicago. Mr. Anderson has participated in 
the programs of the Keystone Brass Institute and the Banff Center for the Arts. His principal teachers include David Hickman, 
Adolph Herseth, and Vincent Cichowicz. 


